desire for life has the last word. Like grass breaking through
concrete, life has a way of breaking through the barrier of
death. To me, that’s what the Resurrection is about.
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Unfortunately, we’ve seen a lot of death during the last few
months. Many of us, including myself, have experienced the
death of loved ones. We’ve walked together as a church
community as friends and family members have passed
away. And we’ve walked together as mass shootings have
killed people at churches and schools.
And we’ve marched with high school students who have lost
friends to gun violence. We’ve marched with them as they
proclaim in the face of much ridicule that their lives matter
more than someone’s “right” to own a gun.
We’re listening. We’re watching. We’re marching.

The Faith Adventure
The flowers are blooming. The trees are regaining their
leaves. The lawn needs to be mowed. Baseball is about to
start. My allergies are acting up. Which can only mean one
thing – It’s SPRING!
Have you noticed that the Christian calendar follows the
seasons of nature? The Advent season begins near the
beginning of winter. It’s the season of waiting in the
darkness for the light of Christ to enter the world at
Christmas. The Christmas season begins in the dead of
winter, near the darkest day of the year. Christmas reminds
us that even in the darkest moments of our lives, the light
and love of Christ shine in the darkness.
And now we’re at the Easter season! I love Easter – as long
as I can get my hands on some Claritin. And if someone
could pass me the Flonase, I’d be grateful…
But Easter. O, blessed Easter.
The older I get, the more I love Easter. When I was growing
up, my mom hid our Easter baskets in different spots
throughout our house. I remember waking up on Easter
morning and running into different rooms looking for my
candy. Was it in the dryer? Behind a couch? In the garage?
Only mom knew for sure, but I had so much fun searching
for the baskets!
As I grew up and went to college and then seminary, Easter
became less about baskets full of candy and more about the
mystery of resurrection.
Which brings me back to nature. There’s a certain flow to
the seasons. Plants die in winter and resurrect in spring. I’ve
noticed that in nature, death doesn’t have the last word.
There’s a cycle of death and life.
The Easter story is connected to the patterns of nature.
Easter tells us that death doesn’t have the last word. God’s

These teenagers are a great example of Resurrection. They
believe that violence and murder will not have the last word.
They have been through the horror of Good Friday and now
they are leading us into Easter. They speak their truth into a
world that’s so often violent and they proclaim that a better
world is possible.
That’s Easter! That’s Resurrection!
During his Palm Sunday sermon, Pope Francis implored
young people to continue speaking up; to yell if they must.
He warned that many in the older generation will attempt to
demean and silence them. But the Pope encouraged
teenagers to keep speaking their truth. To keep leading us
into a better future.
Unfortunately, it’s easy to become cynical. We’ve been
burned before. If nothing happened after Sandy Hook, then
nothing can ever happen.
Ahh, but there is Easter hope. Leave aside the political
dimension for a moment. I’ve read stories of people turning
in their military style guns. I’ve heard stories of people
taking blow torches to their guns and turning them into
lamps and gardening tools.
Hearts and minds are changing because the Spirit of
Resurrection has been unleashed. It cannot be stopped. To
paraphrase Paul, who wrote nearly 2,000 years ago in
Romans 8, nothing in this world, neither death nor life,
neither powers nor principalities, neither heaven nor hell,
neither guns nor hatred, nothing in this world can separate
us from the love of God as seen in the Resurrected Christ.
Friends, Easter is here. Resurrection has sprung upon us.
Death and violence do not have the last word. The God of
life and love has the last word. God has given us the
opportunity to participate in Resurrection faith. May we do
so boldly. For the world needs the hope of Resurrection now
more than ever.

Grace and Peace,
Pastor Adam
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Email Prayer List Sign-Up
If you would like to receive a weekly
email from Pastor Adam with
updated and new prayer requests,
please let him know on any Sunday,
or by email/phone at adam@cucc.org, (503) 654-0741.

Join us in Celebration!
Sunday, April 1st – EASTER celebration!
9:15 - Complimentary Easter Breakfast in Fellowship Hall
10:30 - Celebration Service
11:30 - Easter Egg Hunt

Prayer Requests

Keep the following folks in your prayers!
Steve Andersen’s Dad, Carl – Cancer and Parkinson’s.
Judy Boncaro – Healing from breast cancer surgery.
Amy Brinkley's friend Bonne Marsh – Diagnosed with metastatic
breast cancer.
Sharon Dobbs – Health issues.
Brenda Eichelberger (Bernie Nolan’s daughter) – In treatment
for cancer.
Abbie Ericksen – Healing from surgery.
Patti Hanson’s Daughter, Lauri Barry – Healing from migraines.
Patti Hanson’s Son, Pete Hanson – Ongoing health issues.
Junita Kauble – In treatment for breast cancer.
Gary Lowrie – Recovering from surgery.
The Paulson Family – Continue to keep them in your prayers as
Sandy’s dementia progresses.
Ruby Philpot – Recovering from a fall.
Lita & Jeff Pratt – Following the death of Lita’s mother,
Phyllis Yambos.
Betty Pribil – Living in an adult foster care home.
Darryl Raby – Heart issues.
Linda Raby – Needing surgery for Carpal Tunnel.
Dwight Richardson – At Royalton Place.
Howard Robinson – Health issues.
Shirley Rutledge – Recovering from a fall.
Jazelle Savin – Under treatment for breast cancer.
Eldon Steiner – Severe back/leg pain issues.
Joyce Steiner – Recovering from eye surgery.
Brian Wilcox – In treatment for metastatic melanoma.
Barbara Williams – At the Villages/Clackamas Town Center.

A Special Thank You …
• To the apple-tree-pruning team of Jeff Pratt, Bill Magorian
and Dave Frick-Wright and for getting the grounds ready
for Easter.
• Take a look at the new faucet in the kitchen and also the
beautiful portable lectern that was handmade by combining
an existing lectern and a retired
kneeling bench that matches the
church’s wood interior – it’s
beautiful – all thanks to Dave
Frick-Wright!
• Cody Prouty, Jean Herrera, Joyce Steiner and Janice
Straub for working on the Rain Garden and grounds to
look nice for our Easter celebration.
• James Woodard for being our videographer during our
interactive worship services.
• Judy Boncaro and friends: Linda and Darryl Raby, Jeff
Pratt, Lanie Magorian and Roberta Chaffee, for
providing the St. Patrick’s Day luncheon – it was
delicious, fun, and raised $300 for our fundraising efforts!
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Apple Tree Pruning - Dave Frick-Wright, Bill Magorian & Jeff Pratt

Do you know someone who deserves a special thank you?
Tell Lori at web@c-ucc.org.

Member News
Spring Clean-Up Time
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Charlie Hinkle Helping Pastor Adam with Communion

Easter eggs colored by
wrapping in onion skins
and paper then boiling.
They turned out beautiful
and it was fun! Thank you
for hosting Patti Hanson!
Photo: Lori Prouty

Joyce Steiner & Janice Straub Spring Pruning
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Art & Spirit Circle Easter Egg Project

Many CUCC members
and friends attended the
March 24th Portland
March for our Lives
event. It brought in over
12,000 supporters of
youth and safety in
schools from gun
violence.
Pastor Adam was also in
attendance helping to
represent all of us at
CUCC.

ADULT
BIBLE
STUDY

CUCC Rummage Sales provides four great opportunities:
1. Clear Out Your Clutter and Simplify
2. Recycle for the Sake of the Planet
3. Support Non-Profits with Leftover Rummage
4. Raise Funds for Our Church
Folks can plan to bring items to the church the week of the
sale. Please see Jan Straub or Joyce Steiner for more
information and to volunteer to help.

Sunday morning Adult Bible Study meets at 9:20
am before Worship to continue studying chapters
from “Were You There? Stations of the Cross” by
Diana L. Hayes, followed by Bad Girls of the Bible in
a few weeks.

Clackamas UCC Book Club

Pastor's Tuesday Bible Study in March!
The Pastor's Bible Study meets each Tuesday in the
pastor's office from 12:00-1:30 to discuss the Bible
lessons for the following Sunday. Join Pastor Adam
for the following discussions:

The book club will meet on Monday,
April 16th from 10:15 - 11:45 in the
church Fellowship Hall. This month will be
a general discussion of books you’ve read
or are reading. Please join in!

•
•
•
•

April 3 - Acts 4:32-35; John 20:19-31
April 10 - Acts 3:12-29; Luke 24:36b-48
April 17 - Acts 4:5-12; John 10:11-18
April 24 - Acts 8:26-40; John 15:1-8

3rd Monday of each month, 10:15 11:45 in Fellowship Hall.

Remember to Pay Your Per Capita

Please remember to pay your per capita
fee of $14 per person annually. Simply put
your payment in an envelope and mark it
per capita, and put it in the offering plate.
Thank you!

2018 Endangered Species Adoption – Tigers! Social Justice

Water for Life ends on Easter

Easter Sunday is the last day for our Water for Life
collection. Drop your Water for Life funds in the jar at
the entrance of the sanctuary, or put them in an offering
envelope and write Water for Life on the envelope. Thank you
for helping people all around the world who are water deficient!

One Great Hour of Sharing

CUCC brought in $609 for OGHS! Thank you for
helping the UCC work with international partners
to provide a multitude of much-needed resources!

For this year’s endangered species adoption, our youth
have chosen the majestic tiger. On April 22nd the youth
will introduce the tigers’ plight during our Earth Day
Service, and afterwards will serve a benefit lunch for the
tiger with a special RAFFLE basket! Suggested lunch
tickets will be $8 per person, but no one will be turned away.
Menu: pasta, salad and dessert. Don’t miss this chance to
support our youth and help our endangered animals!

Kick the Plastic Habit: Choose EarthFriendly Alternatives
BY AVERY MACK January 2018 Natural Awakenings

Tiger Facts: STATUS: Endangered; POPULATION: Around
3,890; SCIENTIFIC NAME: Panthera tigris; WEIGHT: 220–
660 pounds; LENGTH: 6–10 feet; HABITATS: Tropical
rainforests, evergreen forests, temperate forests, mangrove
swamps, grasslands and savannas. Come learn more about
these magnificent animals and how we can help them.

Art & Spirit Circle

Art & Spirit Circle will meet on Monday,
April 23rd at 7pm. Bring your coloring
book to relax, be creative and join in fun
conversation. No book? No problem –
there will be plenty of coloring pages to
pick from. Colored pencils will be provided.

New Sign Fundraising Update
We are so CLOSE to meeting our goal of
$10,000 to cover the cost of a new road
sign! Thank you to everyone who have
donated so far. There is still time for
everyone to help! We have currently raised
$8,500, with only $1,500 to go! This is so
exciting – please mark your donation
envelope/check/or online donation to specify
how much should go to the new sign fundraiser and THANK
YOU! The new sign will help to get our progressive Christianity
message out to the neighborhood and invite people in to find
out what CUCC is all about.
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Grocery bags, bottles, cups and straws comprise much of
the 9.1 billion tons of plastic manufactured worldwide in the
past 65 years. Once discarded, 79 percent resides in
landfills and litters the environment, with more created daily.
Annually, the equivalent of five grocery bags of trash for
every foot of coastline worldwide enters the oceans, killing
100,000 marine animals. A 2016 World Economic Forum
report says that by 2050, the world’s seas could contain
more plastic than fish.
At the 2017 Our Ocean Conference, the Ocean
Conservancy and its partners announced a $150 million
preventive plan. “This is a major breakthrough for trash-free
seas,” says Susan Ruffo, the conservancy’s managing
director of international initiatives. “Our research found
improved waste management in Southeast Asian countries
[Indonesia, Philippines, Thailand, Vietnam and China] can
halve plastic going in the ocean by 2025.”
When the United Nations launched the Clean Seas campaign
in 2017, Indonesia pledged $1 billion to reduce plastic waste
by 70 percent within eight years through education, taxes on
plastic bags and investing in alternative products.

Expanding Footprint
Lacking space, technology and equipment to transform
waste into reusable materials, U.S. municipalities typically
ship it to a sorter for processing elsewhere; often to China,
where new regulations restrict what’s accepted, leaving
trash haulers scrambling. Although recyclable, these are the
worst plastics:
#3, Polyvinyl chloride, used in plastic wrap, toys, squeeze
bottles and packaging for peanut butter, contains lead and
phthalate esters (chemical compounds) that affect
development of testosterone, according to a study by the
National Institute of Child Health and Human Development.
#6, Polystyrene, in Styrofoam, plastic utensils and
disposable or carryout containers, is toxic to our brain and
nervous system; ask what restaurants use.
#7, Polycarbonate, found in the lining of canned foods, sports
drinks, juice drinks, ketchup bottles and clear sippy cups,
contains bisphenol A (BPA), a proven endocrine disruptor.
Small Changes Make a Difference
Recycling weakens plastic grocery bags, necessitating
double-bagging to avoid spills. Average families annually
accumulate about 1,500 plastic bags, with 99 percent
ending in landfills, as litter or stuffed in the pantry, according
to the Center for Biological Diversity. Worldwide, many
countries ban or tax bags.
“Annually, 50 billion water bottles are sold globally, including
30 billion in the U.S. That’s 1,500 individual water bottles
thrown away per second,” says Deanna Latson, co-founder
of ARIIX, which makes water purification systems, in
Bountiful, Utah. “One filter can purify the equivalent of
thousands of them a year.” The U.S. annual bottle recycling
rate is 23 percent.
Beth Terry, author of Plastic-Free: How I Kicked the Plastic
Habit and How You Can Too, offers 100 tips at
MyPlasticFreeLife.com, including this planet-saving advice:
• Opt for bar soap instead of liquid, soap nuts in lieu of
plastic-packaged powders, and baking soda and lemon
or vinegar rather than sprays to clean.
• Ask the butcher to wrap meat in paper, forgoing trays
and plastic wrap.
• Buy fruit and vegetables at farmers’ markets; return
containers for reuse.
• Turn out-of-fashion garments into cleaning rags; skip
plastic scrubbers.
• Carry reusable water bottles and cloth shopping bags.
• Avoid over-packaged frozen foods.
• Use glass jars for leftovers and storage.
• Buy kitty litter packaged in paper.
• Choose stainless steel pet food and water bowls.

Contact Influencers
Tell companies when products have excessive or harmful
packaging. In Delray Beach, Florida, Saltwater Brewery
created biodegradable, safely edible wheat and barley sixpack rings to replace traditional plastic rings that are
hazardous to wildlife.
Restaurants routinely provide fresh plastic straws with
refills. BYOS (bring your own straw), whether plastic,
stainless steel or paper, and let management know why.
Americans daily discard 500 million plastic straws.
This an excerpt, find full article at:
http://www.naturalawakeningsmag.com/Green-LivingArchive/Kick-the-Plastic-Habit/

Florida student Emma Gonzalez to
lawmakers and gun advocates: 'We call BS'
By: Emma Gonzalez, Student, 17

3/24/18

To end gun violence, we need to be
able to research it!
By: UCC Justice and Peace Action Network

3/28/18
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Parkland, Florida Student, Emma González at the March for Our Lives

White House Protest

The gun violence that plagues our society is a massive
public health emergency. We can’t fully understand its
causes, or know the best tools for preventing violence – in
part – because Congress has prohibited the CDC from
researching it.
1996 Congress has prohibited the CDC from using federal
funds to “advocate or promote gun control.” This NRA
supported amendment, known as the “Dickey Amendment,”
hinders our ability to keep our communities safe.
The General Synod of the United Church of Christ has
recognized this as a problem. Lead by our youth delegates
from Chicago, they passed a resolution that calls us all “to
actively speak out against restrictive legislation that seeks to
silence or stifle the scientific and medical community from
providing sound methods to save and improve the lives of
all of God’s people.” Asking your member of congress to
support gun violence prevention research is an important
way to live out this call.
Because of recent pressure from advocates, we’ve seen a
small victory on this front, but we need to push for more!
The 2018 federal budget, just passed by Congress, included
clarifying language saying that the Dickey Amendment should
not prevent the CDC from researching the causes of gun
violence. This is encouraging news - but there is still more
work that needs to be done. Clarifying but not removing the
Dickey Amendment only completed half the job.
This weekend thousands of people joined young advocates
in calling for change. Congress should do everything in its
power to promote the study and research of gun violence.
They need to hear from you. Tell them to remove the Dickey
Amendment from the FY2019 appropriations legislation as
well as supporting measures to fund research at the CDC.

Every single person up here today, all these people should be
home grieving. But instead we are up here standing together
because if all our government and President can do is send
thoughts and prayers, then it’s time for victims to be the change
that we need to see. Since the time of the Founding Fathers
and since they added the Second Amendment to the
Constitution, our guns have developed at a rate that leaves me
dizzy. The guns have changed but our laws have not.
We do not understand why it should be harder to make plans
with friends on weekends than to buy an automatic or semiautomatic weapon. In Florida, to buy a gun you do not need a
permit, you do not need a gun license, and once you buy it you
do not need to register it. You do not need a permit to carry a
concealed rifle or shotgun. You can buy as many guns as you
want at one time.
I read something powerful today. It was from the point of view of
a teacher. And I quote: When adults tell me I have the right to
own a gun, all I can hear is my right to own a gun outweighs your
student’s right to live. All I hear is mine, mine, mine, mine.
The students at this school have been having debates on guns
for what feels like our entire lives. The people involved right
now, those who were there, those posting, those tweeting,
those doing interviews and talking to people, are being listened
to for what feels like the very first time on this topic that has
come up over 1,000 times in the past four years alone.
I found out today there’s a website shootingtracker.com.
Nothing in the title suggests that it is exclusively tracking the
USA’s shootings and yet does it need to address that?
Because Australia had one mass shooting in 1999 in Port
Arthur (and after the) massacre introduced gun safety, and
it hasn’t had one since. Japan has never had a mass
shooting. Canada has had three and the UK had one and
they both introduced gun control and yet here we are, with
websites dedicated to reporting these tragedies so that they
can be formulated into statistics for your convenience.
I watched an interview this morning and noticed that one of
the questions was, do you think your children will have to go

through other school shooter drills? And our response is
that our neighbors will not have to go through other school
shooter drills. When we’ve had our say with the government
— and maybe the adults have gotten used to saying ‘it is
what it is,’ but if us students have learned anything, it’s that
if you don’t study, you will fail. And in this case if you
actively do nothing, people continually end up dead, so it’s
time to start doing something.
We are going to be the kids you read about in textbooks. Not
because we’re going to be another statistic about mass
shooting in America, but because we are going to be the last
mass shooting. Just like Tinker v. Des Moines, we are going
to change the law. That’s going to be Marjory Stoneman
Douglas in that textbook and it’s going to be due to the
tireless effort of the school board, the faculty members, the
family members and most of all the students. The students
who are dead, the students still in the hospital, the student
now suffering PTSD, the students who had panic attacks
during the vigil because the helicopters would not leave us
alone, hovering over the school for 24 hours a day.
There is one tweet I would like to call attention to. “So many
signs that the Florida shooter was mentally disturbed, even
expelled for bad and erratic behavior. Neighbors and
classmates knew he was a big problem. Must always report
such instances to authorities again and again.” We did, time
and time again. Since he was in middle school, it was no
surprise to anyone who knew him to hear that he was the
shooter. Those talking about how we should have not
ostracized him, you didn’t know this kid. OK, we did. We
know that they are claiming mental health issues, and I am
not a psychologist, but we need to pay attention to the fact
that this was not just a mental health issue. He would not
have harmed that many students with a knife.
And how about we stop blaming the victims for something
that was the student’s fault, the fault of the people who let
him buy the guns in the first place, those at the gun shows,
the people who encouraged him to buy accessories for his
guns to make them fully automatic, the people who didn’t
take them away from him when they knew he expressed
homicidal tendencies, and I am not talking about the FBI.
I’m talking about the people he lived with. I’m talking about
the neighbors who saw him outside holding guns.
If the President wants to come up to me and tell me to my
face that it was a terrible tragedy and how it should never
have happened and maintain telling us how nothing is going
to be done about it, I’m going to happily ask him how much
money he received from the National Rifle Association.
You want to know something? It doesn’t matter because I
already know. Thirty million dollars. And divided by the
number of gunshot victims in the United States in the one
and one-half months in 2018 alone, that comes out to being
$5,800. Is that how much these people are worth to you,
Trump? If you don’t do anything to prevent this from

continuing to occur, that number of gunshot victims will go
up and the number that they are worth will go down. And we
will be worthless to you.
To every politician who is taking donations from the
NRA, shame on you.
If your money was as threatened as us, would your first
thought be, how is this going to reflect on my campaign?
Which should I choose? Or would you choose us, and if you
answered us, will you act like it for once? You know what
would be a good way to act like it? I have an example of
how to not act like it. In February of 2017, one year ago,
President Trump repealed an Obama-era regulation that
would have made it easier to block the sale of firearms to
people with certain mental illnesses.
From the interactions that I had with the shooter before the
shooting and from the information that I currently know
about him, I don’t really know if he was mentally ill. I wrote
this before I heard what Delaney said. Delaney said he was
diagnosed. I don’t need a psychologist and I don’t need to
be a psychologist to know that repealing that regulation was
a really dumb idea.
Republican Senator Chuck Grassley of Iowa was the sole
sponsor on this bill that stops the FBI from performing
background checks on people adjudicated to be mentally ill
and now he’s stating for the record, ‘Well, it’s a shame the
FBI isn’t doing background checks on these mentally ill
people.’ Well, duh. You took that opportunity away last year.
The people in the government who were voted into power are
lying to us. And us kids seem to be the only ones who notice
and our parents to call BS. Companies trying to make
caricatures of the teenagers these days, saying that all we
are self-involved and trend-obsessed and they hush us into
submission when our message doesn’t reach the ears of the
nation, we are prepared to call BS. Politicians who sit in
their gilded House and Senate seats funded by the NRA
telling us nothing could have been done to prevent this, we
call BS. They say tougher gun laws do not decrease gun
violence. We call BS. They say a good guy with a gun stops
a bad guy with a gun. We call BS. They say guns are just
tools like knives and are as dangerous as cars. We call BS.
They say no laws could have prevented the hundreds of
senseless tragedies that have occurred. We call BS. That us
kids don’t know what we’re talking about, that we’re too young
to understand how the government works. We call BS.
If you agree, register to vote. Contact your local
congress people. Give them a piece of your mind.
This is an excerpt – read/watch the full speech at his link.

Friday/Saturday, April 13th & 14th –

Rummage
& Bake Sale
Friday 12-6 Saturday 10-4

April Calendar

Sundays at Clackamas UCC

Bible Study: 9:20 am –Join us as we continue studying chapters
from “Were You There? Stations of the Cross” by Diana L. Hayes.
Worship: 10:30 am
During Worship: Youth are dismissed for activities.

Tuesdays at Clackamas UCC

Pastor Adam’s New Office Hours:
10 – 2 pm with Bible Study from 12 – 1:30. Join Pastor Adam for
the following discussions:

•
•
•
•

April 3 - Acts 4:32-35; John 20:19-31
April 10 - Acts 3:12-29; Luke 24:36b-48
April 17 - Acts 4:5-12; John 10:11-18
April 24 - Acts 8:26-40; John 15:1-8

Wednesdays at Clackamas UCC

Trustees Meet: 1st and 3rd Wednesdays of each month at 9 am.
Women’s Circle: Meets from 10 to 1:30.
Choir Practice: Meets from 6:50 to 8 pm.

April 2018

Sunday, April 1st –

EASTER Celebration!

Communion, Rev. Ericksen leads worship
9:15 - Complimentary Easter Breakfast
10:30 - Celebration Service
11:30 - Easter Egg Hunt

Sunday, April 8th – Finance Committee meets.

Monday, April 16th – Book Club meets. 10:15 11:45. General discussion.
Sunday, April 22nd – EARTH DAY, Newsletter
Deadline.

Endangered
Species
Luncheon Fundraiser

Monday, April 23rd – Art & Spirit Circle 7 pm,
Coloring as a Stress Reducer
Sunday, April 29th – Calling and Caring meets.

May 2018
Sunday, May 6th – Council meets. Communion.
Sunday, May 13th – Mother’s Day.
Wednesday, May 16th – Young at Hearts luncheon
at Sweet Tomatoes at 11:45.
Saturday, May 19th – CPC Annual Women’s Meeting
11am – 2:30 pm, Beavercreek UCC.
Sunday, May 20th – Congregational Meeting and
Potluck. Newsletter deadline.
Sunday, May 27th - Memorial Weekend Sunday.

